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Abstract. In an earlier paper we deduced, using measure theoretic concepts, forms

for the first and second laws of thermodynamics on surfaces which are distinguished by

area-continuous and time-dependent energy and entropy. In that paper we avoided making

constitutive assumptions since we sought expressions for the physical laws which were,

indeed, independent of particular material assumptions.

In this paper we show how one can proceed to make surface constitutive assumptions

for a rigid heat conductor and, subsequently, use our forms of the first and second laws to

obtain appropriate restrictions. In addition we show that admitting a term to account for

"radiative" heat supply to the surface from outside the body leads naturaily to the con-

cept of surface temperature and also allows a much broader class of constitutive assump-

tions compatible with thermodynamics. As in the previous paper we shall, for simplicity,

omit considerations of mechanical and electromagnetic effects as well as surface diffusion

and line and point energy concepts. Some of these will be included at a later stage, but the

prime concern here is to present a method for obtaining restrictions on surface con-

stitutive assumptions.

Introduction. The concept of energy confined to some interface or surface layer

has proven to be a convenient idealization in a great number of problems of scientific

interest. Classical treatments, however, tend to make the surface quantities nothing more

than two-dimensional analogues of the three-dimensional materials which the surface

separates. This sometimes yields valuable results; however, it is important to realize

that, more often than not, the microscopic regions which such surfaces represent are quite

different in physical character from the surrounding material. For example, one might

think of the interface between two dissimilar material phases. To model such a situation

as a mathematical surface separating two well-behaved materials certainly assigns to

the surface most of the physical properties of the phase transition. Indeed, this is the

basic utility of the concept of such singular surfaces.

Sine ! we are basically concerned in this work with energetic considerations of problems

wherein the surface idealization might be a reasonable artifact, we take the first and second
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laws of thermodynamics as our basic physical laws. We adopt the view that the starting

point for a critical and constructive reexamination of the field of surface concepts in con-

tinuum physics should be nonequilibrium surface thermodynamics.

We believe that one of the greatest sources of confusion in this subject has been the

undue complication which workers impose by their failure to distinguish clearly between

the consequences of the fundamental laws and those consequences which result from

specialized constitutive assumptions applicable to particular problems. We feel that a

careful distinction should be made in this respect. One must fully appreciate the formula-

tion and implications of the basic laws governing surface phenomena, especially since the

selection of the most suitable surface constitutive assumptions may be the weakest link

in particular problems. Hence, in our first paper [9] on this subject we investigated the

thermodynamic problem devoid of particular constitutive assumptions. In that paper

we considered gross forms of the first and second laws in conjunction with the basic as-

sumption that the total energy and entropy of any part of a body intersecting the singular

surface is composed of a contribution from the surface in addition to the usual volumetric

part. By developing sufficient geometric structure (essentially Boolean algebras of sets

both on and off the surface) and imposing adequate continuity constraints, we were able

to use some standard, but powerful, results of classical measure theory. Through this

vehicle and the analogues to classical "pillbox" type arguments we deduced integral and

local forms of the basic laws. For parts of the body not intersecting the surface the results

are of course those obtained by Gurtin and Williams [8]. Up to this point we have neither

considered constitutive assumptions for the surface nor for the surrounding materials.

Thus we have established simple forms of the basic laws which should apply to materials

with a broad range of physical response characteristics.

From an engineering point of view there is the obvious interest in solving practical

boundary-value problems involving material behavior where time-dependent surface

energy concepts are important. This is, of course, an ambitious undertaking in view of the

complexities encountered in even the relatively simple problems where classical linear

elasticity is an adequate description of material behavior. To attempt, however, to solve

any particular problem necessitates a definite statement of constitutive assumptions

which describe how a material will respond in a given experiment to the physical conditions

it encounters. In selecting the relevant set of independent variables for our response

functions we must appeal to the vast store of information obtained by chemists and phys-

icists working under controlled experimental conditions. We are faced then with the prob-

lem of extrapolating to considerably more complex and certainly less ideal conditions.

Some rational procedure is needed for considering our response functions with the assumed

list of independent variables and subsequently deducing a reduced set of constitutive

relations which are compatible with the laws of thermodynamics. Extensions of the now

classical techniques of Coleman and Noll [2] do, in fact, yield the required restrictions

on the surface response functions. In the present paper we demonstrate how such methods

may be applied. Our prime concern here is to demonstrate, in as simple a physical context

as possible, the techniques for obtaining the restrictions on surface constitutive assump-

tions.

In Pec. I we present that formulation of the first and second laws of thermodynamics

which we feel is relevant to the discussion of surface phenomena. Most of the detailed

mathematical structure is omitted here. However, we must bear in mind that justification

of these results rests upon rigorous development of the fundamental laws. The analysis
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presented in our earlier paper and that of Gurtin and Williams is easily modified to include

the present context [9], [SJ. We admit no internal radiation, which enables us easily to in-

troduce a radiative source of heat r to the surface from the exterior of the body. As a result

there exists, as a reciprocal Radon-Nilcodym derivative, a surface temperature 8 which

plays a central role in the study of surface constitutive relations. The following extended

local forms of the first two laws for the surface are obtained:1

« = [<?]+ r, (i)

V ̂  [q/4>] + r/6, (ii)

where t is the time rate of change of surface energ3>- density, q is the scalar heat flux, ij is

the time rate of change of the surface entropy density, and <f> is the bulk conductive tem-

perature which is defined off the surface and which may have different limiting values on

opposite sides of the surface. It should be noted that the assumption of equal temperatures

is quite strong in the present context. This point seems to emphasize our belief in the

importance of clearly separating implications of the physical laws from the consequences

of specialized material assumptions.

We show in Sec. II that Eqs. (i) and (ii), in conjunction with the modern techniques

used to obtain constitutive restrictions from the laws of thermodynamics, suffice to give

the following type of information. Let us assume, for example, for the stationary surface

under consideration that q+ , q- , e, and y are given by response functions which depend

on <f>+ , (f>- , the limits of the gradients (grad <£)+ , (grad $)_ , and the surface temperature

6.2 With this set of assumptions we can show that necessary and sufficient conditions that

Eqs. (i) and (ii) be satisfied are given by the following three statements:

(1) The surface energy e, the surface entropy 17, and consequently the surface free

energy \p = t — Or] depend on only the surface temperature 6.

(2) The surface entropy is related to the surface free energy through

77 = —d\p/dO. (iii)

(3) The "heat conduction inequality" takes the following form:

[qM ^-0[q]- (iv)

This is only a simple illustrative example but serves to give an idea of the type of results

we discuss in this paper.

Sec. Ill presents a brief discussion of some implications of the heat conduction inequal-

ity. In particular the consequences of a reasonable class of constitutive assumptions on

q+ , <7- are explored and the appropriate linearization obtained.

The reader interested only in the methods we describe for obtaining restrictions on

constitutive assumptions may proceed directly to Sees. II and III, which are reasonably

self-contaiaed.

/dynamics with surfaces. I11 this section we modify the results of our earlier

amJy&ss to include external surface radiative transfer. We omit virtually all the detailed

1 We shall use the bracket notation [/] to denote the "jump" in/ across the surface.

1 Tile notation /+ or /_ denotes the limits of / from opposite sides of the surface.
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mathematical arguments used to establish these results since they follow by simple exten-

sion of our earlier work and that of Gurtin and Williams.

We fix our attention upon a body ffi which is a fixed region in three-dimensional Euclid-

ean point space. This body contains a distinguished surface S, called the singular surface,

whose detailed thermodynamic characterization is our primary goal. By a part (P of ffi

we mean a sub-region of ® whose boundary d(P may be regarded as composed of surfaces.

Since we assume the body (B to be rigid and immobile, a material point in ® may be identi-

fied with its place X in Euclidean point space. The time is denoted by t. We always assume

sufficient regularity to render all subsequent operations meaningful.

We adopt the formulation of the first and second laws of thermodynamics proposed

by Gurtin and Williams, which were modified to include surface effects in our previous

article. We further admit radiative transfer to the singular surface but require that there

be no radiative transfer between separate parts of the body.

The first and second laws assume the following integral form as a consequence of the

basic assumptions: for each part (P of ffi and each time t

[ ia(X, t)dV(X) + [ is(X, t)dA(X)
J <p J<pr\s

= [ rffl(X, t) dV(X) + [ rS(X, t) dA(X) + f MX, 0 dA(X) (1)
J(p J(pns «/d(P

and

[ UX, t) dF(X) + [ 7?s(X, t) dA(X)
J <p J<pr\s

> [ j4§4dV(X) + f n^'1(X)+ f <2)
J <P *7 J (?r\ S l) Jd<5> <Pd<?\&) I)

Here effl and 17® are the time rates of change of the internal energy and entropy in © (per

unit volume), e5 and tjs are the time rates of change of the internal energy and entropy in

S (per unit area), ra is the external radiation to (B (per unit volume), rs is the external radia-

tion to S (per unit area), qdtf is the conductive heat flux through the boundary d(P oj (P (per unit

area), 6® is the volume radiature temperature in <B, ds is the surface radiative temperature in

S, and 4>acf is the conductive temperature on the boundary d(P 0/ (P. The above inequality may

properly be called the extended Clausius-Dnhem inequality for it reduces, in the absence

of surface phenomena on S, to the generalized Clausius-Duhem inequality exhibited by

Gurtin and Williams [6], [8].

The following convention is useful: if a + 2 and a_"s denote quantities associated with

the two sides +S and — S of some material surface S in ®, then the jump in a across sis

denoted by [a]g where3

Hs a + s + a-s • (3)

Rigorous versions of the classical "pill box" argument yield the following local forms

for the first and second laws:

(i) the first law: for a material surface S separate from the singular surface S

3 The + sign is a consequence of the particular convention used to orient the surface and jump

should be interpreted in the usual way.
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Ms = 0 (4)

while for the singular surface S

[?]§ + rs = €S ; (5)

(ii) the second law. for a material surface S separate from the singular surface S,

[q/4>M ^ 0 (6)

ivhile for the singular surface S

[q/<t>]s + rjdg ^ 77s . (7)

Finally, if we define the surface free energy \f/s on S by

'As =def eS ) (8)

the first and second laws imply the following heat conduction inequality for the singular

surface S:4

+ vJ& < [g]s — 0s[q/4>\S • (9)

II. Constitutive assumptions. In this section we illustrate some constitutive assump-

tions for singular surfaces. Restrictions on these assumptions imposed by the laws of

thermodynamics are then deduced. The method for obtaining these results is by now

classical [2], [3] and hence all details are omitted.

Henceforth, in order to simplify our notation, all explicit dependence upon the singular

surface shall be suppressed. Thus, q±s becomes q± , <t>±& becomes </>± , es becomes e, etc.

Recall that ffi is a rigid immobile body. Therefore a material point may be identified

with its place X in some reference configuration and the singular surface S may be identified

with a fixed set of material points. This need not be the case for a body and surface in

motion. We choose a fixed time interval I and suppose that functions defined on S XI

are sufficiently smooth to ensure that all subsequent operations are valid.

Consider the following functions defined on S X I:

(i) the conductive heat flux densities q+ and q- ,

(ii) the surface internal energy density e,

(iii) the surface radiative heat flux density r,

(iv) the surface internal entropy density ri,

(v) the (positive) conductive temperatures <p+ and <£_ , and

(vi) the (positive) surface radiative temperature 8.

Such a set of eight functions defined on S X I is called a surface process if it is compatible

with the first law of thermodynamics, which is equivalent (cf. Eq. (5)) on S X I to

[5] + r = i. (10)

T.. :• constitutive assumption for the singular surface S consists of three parts, the first

of which has already been introduced:

(i) there is no internal radiation in the body;

4 The superscript dot, indicates material time differentiation.
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(ii) every surface process on S is compatible with some thermodynamic process in

© away from S in the sense that the conductive heat fluxes and temperatures on S are

identified by the appropriate limits to S from the interior of ©;

(iii) there exist four response functions e, rj, q+ , and which determine the internal

energy e, the internal entropy -q, and the conductive heat fluxes q+ and q- at any (X, t)

in S XI whenever the radiative temperature 6, the conductive temperatures 4>+ and ,

and two vectors h+ and h_ are specified at (X, t).b Thus we have, for each (X, t) in S X I,

the functions e(X, t), rj(X, t), q+(X, t) and g-(X, t) given by

e(X, t) = e(9, <p+ , <£_ , h+ , h^.), (11a)

ij(X, t) = fj(9, <f>+ , <£_ , h+ , h.) (lib)

q+(X, t) = $+(6,4>+ ,<t>- , h+)h_), (11c)

q-(X, t) = q.(e, 4>+ ,<t>- , h+ , h_). (lid)

The functions e, rj, q+ , and g_ are independent of time and assumed to be defined and

smooth on ((R+)3 X V" X S, where (R+ is the positive real line and V is the translation vector

space associated with 8.

Given any choice of temperature fields 6, <f>+ , and 4>- and vector fields h+ and h_ on

S X I, we may always construct a surface process by computing the functions e, ??, q+ , and

<7_ through (11) and then computing the function r through the first law (10).

We say that a surface process is admissible if it is compatible with the constitutive

assumption. We require that every admissible surface process be compatible with thermo-

dynamics, i.e., that it satisfy the second law of thermodynamics on S XI (cf. inequality

(7)):

[q/<f>\ + r/6 g 7?. (12)

If we define the response function for the surface free energy ^ by (11a), (lib), and

yp = e — dfj, (13)

and use the heat conduction inequality (9), then we conclude, by means of classical argu-

ments:

(i) the internal energy function ?, the internal entropy function rj, and, hence, the

Helmholtz surface free energy function ip depend only upon the surface radiative tempera-

ture 6,

(ii) the internal entropy is determined through the entropy relation

v(d) = (14)

and

(iii) the heat conduction inequality

6 The vector functions h+ find h„ on S X / may be identified with the limits to +S and —S of the

gradients of the conductive temperatures in (B whenever such a notion is meaningful, e.g., if the material

in ffi away from S were a simple heat conductor with a smooth temperature field (see Gurtin and

Williams [8, §VII]).

' We use ds to denote differentiation with respect to the variable 6.
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[q/<t>] | [q] (15)

holds.
We remark here that if the internal energy function is smoothly invertible with respect

to the surface radiative temperature, that is, if

dee 9^ 0, (16)

then there exists a caloric equation oj state for the surface S. That is, there is a function ij

of the internal energy e such that

V = v(e). (17)

In this case, the temperature relation holds:

e = (dM'))-1. (18)

By assuming that each conductive heat flux depends upon both conductive temperatures

as well as the surface radiative temperature, we tacitly assume that the conductive heat

flux response functions are not local in character.7 At first it might seem reasonable to

consider the following modification of the constitutive assumption: the heat flux on a

fixed side of the surface S is determined whenever the conductive temperature and the

vector parameter associated with that side are specified. Thus (11c) and (lid) are re-

placed by

q+(X, t) = q+(<t>+ , h+), (19a)

ff_(X, 0 = $-(*- ,h_) (19b)

while (11a) and (lib) remain unchanged. It is then easily seen that conclusions (i) and

(ii) above regarding the functional dependence of e and fj remain unchanged and that the

heat conduction inequality (15) holds. However, (15) together with constitutive assump-

tions (19a) and (19b) implies that the response functions q+ and q~ vanish; that is, there

can be no heat conduction on the singular surface S(!). Therefore this particular violation

of the principle of equipresence in constitutive assumptions8 yields a theory in which the

surface cannot interact with the surrounding material.

As a last illustrative example let us consider the case where the surface temperature

is a function of the two limiting conductive temperatures. Consistent with the principle

of equipresence, we shall assume constitutive relations of the form"

e(X, t) = e(6(<t>+ , <t>-), <t>+ , <t>-) = e(<£+ , <£_) (20)

and similarly for tj, q+ , q- . Also, we now have

0(X, t) = 6(<f>+ , </>_)• (21)

It is a trivial calculation to show that these hypotheses, together with the first and

second laws, imply

7 For !> discussion of local spatial interaction in the thermodynamics of materials, see Gurtin [5]

or Coleman and Gurtin [7j.

8 For a discussion of this notion, see Truesdell and Toupin [1] and Coleman and Gurtin [71.

9 For simplicity we shall omit dependence on h+, h_ as their presence is inconsequential in the

present arguments.
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(i) df = -Vd§ (22)

and

<u> m t \ a- (23)

For the solution of actual problems these forms may be more convenient than those arising

from the independence of 9 and <f>+ , <j>.. .

III. Consequences of the heat conduction inequality. In this section we specialize

our constitutive assumptions on q+ , q_ to include only dependence on surface temperature

and differences between reciprocal surface temperature and reciprocal conductive tem-

perature limits.10 Then in a classical manner we are able to use the heat conduction inequal-

ity to deduce further restrictions 011 g+, g_ and to also obtain the appropriate linear theory.

We consider a fixed point X in the singular surface S and a fixed time t such that the

temperature <t>+ = </>+(X, I), <£_ = <£_(X, t), and 6 = 0(X, t) are all defined and positive.

All reference to the pair (X, t) will henceforth be suppressed. Define the reciprocal-tempera-

ture differences11 a+ and a~ by

ot+ —— de f 1 /<t>+ — 1/9, (24a)

=def 1U- - 1/0. (24b)

It is convenient to associate the pairs («+ , a-) and (q+ , qJ) with elements a and q in (R2 in

the usual way:

(a\ a~) a, (q+ , qJ) <-> q. (25)

We make the following

Constitutive assumption. There exists a function12 q:(R2 X ®++ (R2 of class e2

which determines the heat flux as follows: for any triplet of temperatures (<f>+ , <j>- , 6)

determine the element («, 6) in 51 X (R++ through (24) and the relation defining a and q;

then the heat flux is determined through the constitutive equation

(a, 6) <~—> q = q(a, 6). (26)

Observe that the point (0, 6) in (R2 X (R++ corresponds to the triplet of temperatures

(6, 8, 6); i.e., when « = 0 the conductive tempei'atures are both equal to the surface tem-

perature.

In terms of our notation conventions and the constitutive assumptions, the heat con-

duction inequality may be written

q(«, 0)-«gO, (27)

I0The formulation in the variables used here was suggested in private communication with M. E.

Gurtin.

11 Recall that in the classical continuum theories, the specific entropy production is of the form

h-V(l/0) where h is the heat conduction vector and 4> is the temperature. See, for example, Truesdell

and Noll [4, p. 295].
*

12 Of course, the function q depends upon the point ( X, t) in general. Also (R++ denotes the positive

real numbers.
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where the dot indicates the standard inner product in (R2. From this expression standard

arguments [2], [3] yield the following assertions: if the heat conduction inequality (27) is

satisfied,

(i) there is no heat flux on S whenever the conductive temperatures 4>+ and <£_ are both equal

to the surface temperature 6:

q(0, e) = 0 (28)

for each 6 in (R+ + ; and

(ii) whenever the conductive temperatures <f>+ and <£_ are both equal to the surface tempera-

ture 6, the map V0q in (R2 is negative semidefinite.

These assertions and the smoothness of q imply that for each 6 in (R++ and |a| sufficiently

small

q(«, 6) = [V.q(0, 0)]« + 0(|«|). (29)

Hence we have the following linear approximation valid whenever </>+ and are suffi-

ciently close to 6:

q+ = q+(a+ , , 8) = k+(d)a+ + k+(d)a- , (30a)

q~ = q~(a+ , a_ , 6) = kl(6)a+ + kZ(d)a- , (30b)

where the conductivities k\ ,k~ ,kt , and kZ satisfy

K(6) ^ 0, kZ(6) g 0, and (kZ(9) + kZ(6))2 g 4K(d)kZ{6), (30c)

for all d in (R++.
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